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GRATA LAW FIRM (MOSCOW),                                            

CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL LAW DEPARTMENT   
 
DECEMBER 2015  

 
 

 

Keeping GRATA’s practice of informing clients on important legal 

developments that might influence their business, we would like to draw 

your attention to some important legal changes in the regulation of 

state procurement in the Russian Federation.  
 
 

 

 

Rules and Procedure for the Issue of Certificates of Origin for 

Medicines for the Purposes of Procurement for State and 
Municipal Needs    

 

 
What we do: 

 advising on the requirements and 

restriction regarding the import 

and circulation in Russia and other 

states of medicines and medical 

products; 

 advising and legal support in 

participating in public 

procurement;  

 advising on legal compliance of 

advertising and marketing 

materials and activities, marking, 

packing, and labels; 

 representing interests in                                  

the course of public discussions of 

the drafts of regulatory legal acts 

including acts of Eurasian 

Economic Commission.  

 

Contacts: 

Yana Dianova 

Director of the Corporate and 

Commercial Law Department, 

GRATA (Moscow) 

 

Tel: +7 (495) 660 11 84 

E-mail: ydianova@gratanet.com 

 

     

 

 

The Chamber of Commerce of the Russian Federation (CCI) approved 
by its Order No. 93 dated 21 December 2015 the Regulation on                       
the Procedure for the Issue of Certificates of Origin of ST-1 Form for 
the Purposes of Procurement for State and Municipal Needs (for vital 
and essential medicines) (hereinafter - the 'Regulation').  

The Regulation was adopted to implement the Resolution of                                                 

the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1289, dated 30 
November 2015 ("third odd one out") which had obliged state and 
municipal customers to reject all offers for the supply of medicines 
originating from foreign countries (except for the member-states of 
the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU)) in the event at least 2 bids 
submitted that meet 2 requirements of the procurement notice or 

documentation, and: 

 include offers to supply the medicines originating from                                  
the member-states of the EEC; and  

 do not include offers to supply medicines of the same 
manufacturer or manufacturers being members of the same 
group. 

The ST-1 certificates can be issued by the authorised CCIs only,                     

the list of which is placed on the official CCI website. 

The ST-1 certificates are issued to the respective participants in the 
procurement (applicants) or manufacturers of vital and essential 
medicines classified according to the All-Russian Product Classifier OK 
034-2014 (КПЕС 2008) in subgroups 21.20.1 - 'Medicinal Products' 
and 21.20.2 - 'Other Medicinal Products and Materials Used for 
Medical Purposes' ('Products') provided that such products are 

manufactured in the member states of the EEU in accordance with                      
the criteria for determining the country of origin of products specified 
in the Rules for determining the origin of products being a part to                   
the Agreement on the Rules for determining the origin of products in 
the CIS dated 20 November 2009. 

The ST-1 certificate is issued on the basis of the primary act of                       

the examination conducted by the experts authorised by the CCI, 
which is based at the location of the manufacturer of medicines or a 
branch or another subdivision thereof.  
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                               Best Regards, 

GRATA Law Firm (Moscow),  

Corporate and Commercial Law Department 

This information is provided for your convenience and does not constitute legal advice.                     

It is prepared for the general information of our clients and other interested persons and it 

may include links to websites other than the GRATA website. This information should not be 

acted upon in any specific situation without appropriate legal advice. 

These primary examination acts are issued with respect to a permanent 
products range for the term of 1 year (hereinafter – the 'annual 

examination acts'). 

The CCI of Russia maintains a unified electronic database of ST-1 
certificates issued in Russia and the fact of the certificate issue can be 
checked using the CCI check (verification) resource. 

The ST-1 certificate is valid until the completion of the procurement of 
goods for state or municipal needs for which it was issued except when 
the certificate was issued for 6 months.  

The Regulation establishes the list of documents and procedure for 
obtaining the ST-1 certificate.  

The CCI may conduct on-site inspection of a manufacturer of  
medicines to confirm the existence of manufacturing facilities, 

equipment, personnel, or availability of the production documentation 
confirming the fact of the release of the declared medicines. 

Provided that the information and documents were submitted by an 
applicant in the full, the CCI develops and issues the ST-1 certificate 
within 3 business days after the submission of the relevant application 
and required documents.  

The ST-1 certificates for a period of up to 6 months are issued only to  
the manufacturers of medicines subject to the availability of                    
the annual examination act of such medicines.  

To obtain such a certificate, the  manufacturer of  medicines should file                 
the respective application with the authorised CCI indicating the period 
of the certificate validity not exceeding 6 months, name of  medicines, 

number of the registration certificate of the medicine issued by                   

the Ministry of Health of  the Russian Federation, and the classification 
code OK 034-2014 (КПЕС 2008), information on the annual 
examination act and the applicant's undertaking to be liable for                        

the accuracy of any information and documents submitted and to 
provide  upon expiry of the certificate the authorised CCI with 
information on the quantity of  medicines supplied for the state and 
municipal needs on contracts.  

 

* * * * * 

 


